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The development of monitoring tools for bioinoculants answers the necessity to have a look inside the
“black box” which generally constitutes a bioinoculation experiment. Indeed, in the past, the use of
bioinoculants was developed in a quite empiric way, often giving rise to unpredictable and unreproducible
results. This discouraged farmers to invest in bioinoculation, following repeated failures. Therefore, it was
decided to develop tools for monitoring the strains, which could altogether allow to make a follow-up of
the fate of bioinoculants in the rhizosphere and soils, and to make useful predictions regarding the conditions of their utilization, concerning particularly the agricultural practices, the soils and the climate.
Main questions to be answered are:
1. To which extent will the developed tools allow to detect specifically the presence and abundance of
the inocula in the inoculated crops in field conditions ?
–>Evaluation of tools’ specificity in field conditions. Attempts to re-isolate the inoculated strains.
2. How does root colonization proceed during the vegetation phase ? Is it dependent on inoculum or on
soil characteristics/climate (at different sites) ?
3. Are the alternate crops (as well as possible other crops ?) compatible with our inoculants, and to
which extent?
–>This question could be extended to other wheat varieties.
4. Is the efficience of bioinoculants and their persistence (acclimation) in soil dependent on soil characteristics/climate (at different sites) ? In other terms, will root colonization occur again and with similar
intensity in other soil types, as well as in further crops if not re-inoculated ?
–>Soil dependence and necessity of re-inoculation?
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